It is well known that if Uis a unitary operator in a Hilbert space H, then the following approximation theorem is an immediate consequence of the spectral representation for the operator U.
E. R. Lorch [7] extended this theorem to certain classes of operators in a reflexive Banach space. The class considered by Lorch consists of those bounded, invertible operators V for which the norms of their iterates are restricted by the condition, || F"|| =0(1) as |w| tends to infinity.
The author [ó] extended the results or Lorch to a somewhat larger class restricted by the condition, || Fn|| = 0(| n\). This extension was made through the use of methods developed by N. Dunford [4] , [5] .
In the present paper, the result is extended to a much larger class of operators by using the methods of Harmonic analysis as developed by A. Beurling [l] , J. Wermer [8] , Y. Domar [3] , and others. It should be mentioned that this extension might have been possible through the use of methods developed by F. Wolf [9] in his spectral theory for operators based on the generalized trigonometric integrals of S. Bochner. The present class is restricted by the condition, (i) || Fn|| =0(|«| *) as \n\ tends to infinity, for some g>0.
An operator V, defined in a Banach space B, which satisfies condition (i) is easily seen to have it spectrum on the circumference of the unit circle. Moreover, the usual operational calculus may be extended by introducing a certain weighted algebra associated with the sequence {| Fn||:« = 0, ±1, • • • }. Such algebras were introduced by Beurling [l] , and later generalized by Wermer and Domar.
Received by the editors August 13, 1964. Banach algebra under pointwise multiplication Moreover, if p" is further restricted by 53-» 1° §! P»/(l+w2) < °° ■ the algebra A" is regular. In the present application, we take p» = || Vn\\ ; the relevant conditions satisfied by p" follow directly from the restriction of polynomial growth on || Vn\\.
Using the algebra Ap, an operational calculus may be generated for The elements <j> of the adjoint space A* may be identified with the space of sequences {<£"} for which sup" |</>n[ /p"< » by means of the representation </>(/)= 53-°°/»<£«! furthermore \\<f>\\ =supn |<pn| /pnWith each </> in A*, there is associated a pair of functions $+(s) = 53i°° 0z_n> $~(z) = -53o° <i>-nZn, where <£+ and <I>~ are defined and analytic for \z\ > 1 and \z\ < 1, respectively. Using the pair (<£+, 3>_) we may define a closed set <r(<f>) as the set of points X on the circumference of the unit circle for which the pair (<£+, 4>_) do not continue each other across any arc containing the point X (cf.
[2], [8] ).
On the other hand we may construct another representation of A", this time as an operator over the Banach space A* in place of the space B. In this case the action of / as an operator in A* will be defined by (/o 4>)(g) =<t>(Jg). With this representation the set A(<j>) may be defined just as was done for the elements of B. In [3] it was shown
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that a(4>) =A(</>). Now for any a in B and a* in B*, the sequence (¡>n=a*(Vn~1a) defines an element <f> in A*. Using the definition of <r(<j>) we are led to the usual definition (cf.
[5]) of the spectrum <r(a) of an element a in B as the set of points X, |X| =1, such that for some a* in B*, X belongs to the spectrum of {a*(Vn~1a)} as an element of A*. which is a contradiction. Hence, using the fact that A(<j>a*) =o-(<¡>a*), we have A(a) =A and A = closure of the union of the sets o-(4>a*) taken over all a* in B*. On the other hand, it is easily seen that AçZa(a). Just as before, if A were a proper subset there would exist a point t0 in a(a) and a closed neighborhood AT of to such that NC\a{<pa*)=0 for all a*. But then a*[(t-V)~la] would be analytic in N for every a* in B*, contradicting the assumption that t0 belongs to a(a).
In the following generalized approximation theorem, the role played by the range of the spectral projections in the case of a unitary operator is taken over by certain "spectral subspaces" defined in the following way. For each closed subset A of the circumference of the unit circle, set MA = {a in B:a(a)QA}.
Wermer [8] has shown that the linear manifold {a in B:AaC.A\ is closed; this, together with Theorem 1, shows that Ma is indeed a subspace. 
